Introduction
============

Maintaining oxygen concentration is critical for cellular function and survival. In normal tissues, oxygen concentration is maintained at 3%--7%. In contrast, in solid tumors, uncontrolled cell proliferation and the inability to form normal blood vessels results in impaired blood supply and low oxygen tension.[@b1-cmar-7-253] Tumors with an oxygen concentration at or below 1% are considered to be hypoxic. Insufficient oxygen supply produces stressful environments for normal cells and can promote cell death in hypoxic regions by either apoptosis or necrosis. However, the effect of hypoxia on cancer cells is multifaceted, as cancer cells are able to survive hypoxic environments and hypoxia itself can activate adaptive cellular responses that contribute to tumor progression. It is well established that hypoxic cancers are associated with poor prognosis in different types of cancer.[@b2-cmar-7-253] Moreover, hypoxic tumors are also associated with resistance to different therapies, including radiotherapy,[@b3-cmar-7-253] chemotherapy,[@b4-cmar-7-253] and targeted therapy,[@b5-cmar-7-253] potentially contributing to poor patient survival.

Our understanding of how oxygen tension regulates cellular functions has been significantly advanced by the discovery of hypoxia inducible factors.[@b6-cmar-7-253] Hypoxia inducible factor 1 (HIF-1) is a major player in cellular responses to low oxygen levels. HIF-1 is a transcription factor that functions as a heterodimer and contains two subunits: hypoxia inducible factor 1 alpha (HIF-1α) and hypoxia inducible factor 1 beta (HIF-1β). Under normal oxygen concentration, HIF-1α is rapidly degraded.[@b7-cmar-7-253] HIF-1α is hydroxylated by prolyl hydroxylases (PHDs), which requires oxygen as a substrate. Hydroxylated HIF-1α is recognized by an E3-ubiquitin ligase Von Hippel--Lindau (VHL) and undergoes rapid proteasomal degradation.[@b8-cmar-7-253] Under hypoxic conditions, PHDs cannot hydroxylate HIF-1α, leading to HIF-1α stabilization and translocation to the nucleus. Within the nucleus, HIF-1α interacts with its partner HIF-1β and, as heterodimers, binds to hypoxia response elements on promoters to induce expression of hundreds of different genes.[@b9-cmar-7-253] Many HIF-1α-mediated biological effects are beneficial for tumor progression, including shifting metabolism toward glycolysis,[@b10-cmar-7-253] induction of angiogenesis,[@b11-cmar-7-253] regulation of apoptosis, and induction of migration[@b12-cmar-7-253] to escape hostile hypoxic environments. Although a lot of progress has been made in understanding the effect of hypoxia on cancer cells, we are just beginning to uncover the mechanisms by which hypoxia contributes to resistance to anticancer therapy ([Figure 1](#f1-cmar-7-253){ref-type="fig"}). In this review we discuss different mechanisms of hypoxia-mediated resistance to cancer therapy and potential approaches to overcome this resistance.

Tumor hypoxia pathophysiology
=============================

Hypoxia can alter multiple aspects of cancer cell biology, including proliferation, survival, invasion, and metastasis, affecting both early and late stages of carcinogenesis. In breast cancer, hypoxic markers can be observed in premalignant ductal carcinoma in situ lesions as cancer cells begin to form multilayers and move away from stroma-containing blood vessels.[@b13-cmar-7-253] At later stages of tumorigenesis, cancer cells experience hypoxia due to both limited vascularization in rapidly proliferating tumors and poorly organized blood vessels due to angiogenesis.[@b14-cmar-7-253] Hypoxia also plays an important role in reducing reactive oxygen species (ROS) during metastatic colonization.[@b15-cmar-7-253]

Metabolic reprogramming is one of the hallmarks of hypoxia.[@b16-cmar-7-253] HIF-1 mediates the expression of genes encoding glucose transporters (GLUT1, GLUT3) and many glycolytic enzymes such as aldolase A (ALDOA), hexokinase 1 (HK1), pyruvate kinase isozyme M2 (PKM2), and lactate dehydrogenase A (LDHA).[@b17-cmar-7-253] HIF-1 can also suppress mitochondrial oxidative metabolism by increasing the expression of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase (PDK) 1.[@b18-cmar-7-253] PDK1 regulates pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH), the enzyme that converts pyruvate to acetyl-coenzyme A for entry into the tricarboxylic acid cycle. HIF-1 also induces the expression of pentose phosphate-pathway enzymes transketolase and transketolase-like 2 that promote the production of ribose that is required for nucleic acid synthesis to support cell division.[@b19-cmar-7-253] Hypoxia also modulates lipid metabolism via uptake and lipid droplet accumulation through the upregulation of lipin-1.[@b20-cmar-7-253] Activation of different metabolic pathways is critical for cell survival and proliferation under low oxygen tension. Thus, the targeting of hypoxia-activated tumor metabolism is a promising strategy in anticancer therapy.

Hypoxia is a hostile environment and has been shown to either promote or inhibit cell death depending on cancer type and experimental setting. For example, energy deprivation and ROS production induce apoptosis in human neuroblastoma cells under hypoxic conditions.[@b21-cmar-7-253] On the other hand, hypoxia was shown to inhibit apoptosis in breast cancer cell lines treated with paclitaxel through activation of the c-JUN N-terminal kinase pathway.[@b22-cmar-7-253] Cancer cells also respond differently depending on the severity of the hypoxia. Prolonged hypoxia can lead to cell death. However, short exposure to low oxygen concentration may allow cells to adapt to hypoxia. One adaptive mechanism is the induction of autophagy. Autophagy has been demonstrated to play an important role in hypoxia-mediated cell survival and chemoresistance.[@b23-cmar-7-253] For example, HIF-1 promotes selective mitochondrial autophagy by upregulating the expression of BNIP3 and BNIP3L. These act as potent inducers of autophagy by reducing oxidative metabolism and inhibiting ROS production.[@b24-cmar-7-253] Although the role that hypoxia/HIF-1 plays in apoptosis may be context and cancer cell dependent, it is generally accepted that, in many cancers, hypoxia inhibits cell death, resulting in resistance to different anticancer agents.[@b25-cmar-7-253] Reversing hypoxic-mediated adaptation to cell death signals may also be a critical in targeting hypoxic tumors.

Genomic instability is a hallmark of cancer that has been shown to be associated with hypoxia.[@b26-cmar-7-253] Genetic stability depends on DNA repair mechanisms that occur during the gap 1 (G1) or synthesis (S) checkpoints. Tumor hypoxia has been shown to inhibit G1 and S checkpoints, resulting in the accumulation of DNA replication errors or DNA breaks.[@b27-cmar-7-253] The altered checkpoint controls indicate that hypoxic cells could acquire increased rates of mutation.[@b28-cmar-7-253] Human DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are usually repaired through two main pathways: homologous recombination and non-homologous end joining. Homologous recombination is an error-free DNA repair pathway and its inhibition has been linked to increased genetic instability and carcinogenesis.[@b29-cmar-7-253] Interestingly, hypoxia has been shown to inhibit homologous recombination, resulting in increased genetic instability.[@b30-cmar-7-253] In addition hypoxia has been implicated in decreasing the activity of the mismatch repair pathway. Hypoxia downregulates of two mismatch repair genes (MLH1 and MSH2) promoting mutagenesis.[@b31-cmar-7-253] Although genomic instability and defects in DNA repair machinery are beneficial for tumorigenesis, it may provide a target for anticancer therapy. Indeed, hypoxia sensitizes cancer cell lines to DNA damaging agents such as mitomycin C and the poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase inhibitor.[@b32-cmar-7-253]

Another notable feature of hypoxia is its ability to promote epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT).[@b12-cmar-7-253] EMT is characterized by loss of cell polarity, cell--cell adhesions in epithelial cells, and increased motility. EMT is a physiological process that is important during embryonic development and wound healing.[@b33-cmar-7-253] Interestingly, EMT is also a feature of many cancers, in which it facilitates cell motility and thus contributes to cancer cell invasion and metastasis.[@b34-cmar-7-253] Many studies have demonstrated that hypoxia activates different signaling pathways that promote an EMT phenotype. Transforming growth factor beta (TGFβ) is one of the signaling pathways regulated by hypoxia.[@b35-cmar-7-253] For example, *TGFβ* is a HIF-1 target gene and at the later stages of tumorigenesis TGFβ expression is associated with increased tumor cell growth, proliferation, and motility.[@b36-cmar-7-253] In addition TGFβ signaling is known to activate multiple EMT-promoting transcription factors such as TWIST and SNAIL.[@b37-cmar-7-253] The Notch signaling pathway controls stem-cell renewal, multipotency, and EMT during tissue development and is also often activated in different types of cancer.[@b38-cmar-7-253] Interestingly, HIF-1α interacts with the Notch intracellular domain and increases its transcriptional activity contributing to hypoxia-mediated EMT.[@b39-cmar-7-253]

Cancer cell invasion has also been linked to hypoxia. The ability of cancer cells to modify and degrade the extracellular matrix (ECM) is an essential stage of tumorigenesis.[@b40-cmar-7-253] The ECM contains many proteins, including collagen, that provide the structural framework for most tissues. Increased or abnormal collagen deposition is one of the most well-described ECM alterations that is observed in different types of cancer, including lung and breast tumors.[@b41-cmar-7-253],[@b42-cmar-7-253] Recent studies have shown that hypoxia participates in collagen biogenesis. Hypoxia and HIF-1 have been implicated in abnormal collagen I deposition that results in increased cross-linking and stiffness. Specifically, hypoxia increases the expression of intracellular collagen-modifying enzymes prolyl 4-hydroxylases (P4HAs) in cancer-associated fibroblasts and endothelial cells. P4HAs are required for collagen cross-linking and the expression of P4HA1 and P4HA2 is directly regulated by HIF-1.[@b43-cmar-7-253] Depletion of HIF-1α or P4HA led to decreased tissue stiffness, fibrosis, and invasion in a breast cancer xenograft model.[@b44-cmar-7-253] HIFs can also regulate the expression of extracellular collagen-modifying enzymes. Collagen cross-linking is initiated by a family of lysyl oxidase (LOX) enzymes. Three members of this family, LOX, lysyl oxidase-like protein 2 (LOXL2), and LOXL4, are regulated by HIF-1 and all three have been implicated in collagen cross-linking and tumor stiffness.[@b45-cmar-7-253] Simtuzumab, an anti-LOXL2 antibody used to treat liver fibrosis, has emerged as an anticancer therapy and is currently in clinical trials for the treatment of pancreatic cancer. Finally, HIF-1 and HIF-2 can regulate the expression of genes involved in ECM degradation, such as matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs).[@b46-cmar-7-253] MMP2 and MMP9 expression is increased in hypoxic breast and colon cancers.[@b47-cmar-7-253],[@b48-cmar-7-253] Thus, the hypoxic regulation of ECM dynamics may contribute to its role in metastatic dissemination and ECM-modifying enzymes could potentially be targeted by anticancer agents.

Mechanisms of hypoxia resistance to cancer therapy
==================================================

Clinically, the most significant feature of hypoxia is its ability to promote resistance to cancer therapy including radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and targeted therapy. Most of the protective effects of hypoxia require HIF-1 and HIF-2. However, hypoxia can promote resistance independently of HIFs. Ionizing radiation produces intracellular ROS that damage DNA. Since oxygen is required for ROS generation, hypoxic tumors are resistant to the cytotoxic effects of radiotherapy.[@b49-cmar-7-253] In addition to the direct effect of decreased oxygen tension on chemo- and radiosensitivity, hypoxia also promotes resistance through the HIF-1-mediated upregulation of different genes and signaling pathways. As mentioned earlier, hypoxia/HIF regulates the expression of hundreds of genes to control cell proliferation, survival, metabolism, angiogenesis, and many other cellular functions that contribute to drug resistance. In the following sections, we discuss hypoxia/HIF-1 regulated pathways that may contribute to resistance to cancer therapy.

Hypoxia-induced drug resistance through increased drug efflux
-------------------------------------------------------------

Chemoresistance often involves the induction of proteins that increase drug efflux. Multidrug resistance protein (MDR1) and multidrug resistance-associated protein (MRP1) encode membrane glycoproteins that pump foreign molecules out of the cells. MDR1 and MRP2 promote resistance by decreasing the intracellular concentrations of chemotherapeutic drugs.[@b50-cmar-7-253] A few multidrug resistance genes including *MRP2* and *MDR1* are upregulated by hypoxia. An induction of MDR1 by HIF-1α has been reported in breast, colon, and stomach tumors.[@b51-cmar-7-253],[@b52-cmar-7-253] Upregulation of MRP2 was reported to be involved in HIF-1α-mediated doxorubicin efflux and resistance to doxorubicin in breast cancer cell lines.[@b53-cmar-7-253] Thus, hypoxia/HIF can contribute to chemoresistance by increasing the drug efflux ability of cancer cells.

Hypoxia-induced drug resistance through inhibition of apoptotic pathways
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Damage to DNA is sensed by several DNA damage-response pathways that prevent the transmission of DNA alterations and maintain genomic stability in a cell. Normally, DNA damage is recognized by ataxia telangiectasia mutated/ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3-related protein kinases that promote cell-cycle arrest and apoptosis when too much damage has occurred. Hypoxia can attenuate DNA damage-induced cell-cycle arrest and apoptosis. For example, hypoxia inhibited the expression of pro-apoptotic proteins, such as Bax and Bid, that contribute to drug resistance in a colon xenograft model.[@b54-cmar-7-253] In normal breast epithelial cells, hypoxia suppresses anoikis and luminal clearing during mammary morphogenesis through the downregulation of the pro-apoptotic proteins Bim and Bmf, resulting in a ductal carcinoma in situ-like phenotype.[@b55-cmar-7-253] Expression of survivin, an anti-apoptotic protein, is also regulated by HIF-1α, and its expression has been shown to correlate with HIF-1α levels in non-small lung carcinomas in vivo.[@b56-cmar-7-253] High levels of survivin expression also correlated with doxorubicin resistance in a panel of organotypic human breast tumors.[@b57-cmar-7-253] Through the inhibition of pro-apoptotic and induction of anti-apoptotic genes, HIF-1 can inhibit apoptosis and promote tumor cell survival in chemotherapy-treated cancer cells.

Overcoming tumor hypoxia
========================

Targeting metabolism in hypoxic tumors
--------------------------------------

Currently, a large effort is being made to target metabolic pathways activated in cancer cells. Since hypoxia is known to enhance glycolysis and increase the expression of many metabolic genes, it is expected that targeting metabolic pathways may kill hypoxic cells or increase sensitivity to standard chemotherapy or targeted therapy.[@b58-cmar-7-253]

The first rate-limiting step of glucose metabolism is the transport of glucose across the plasma membrane. WZB117 is a small molecule inhibitor of glucose transporter GLUT1 and treatment with WZB117 and cisplatin or paclitaxel can synergistically kill hypoxic lung cancer cells in vitro and in vivo as demonstrated with a xenograft model.[@b59-cmar-7-253] Another GLUT1 inhibitor, phloretin, significantly enhances daunorubicin effects by increasing daunorubicin-induced apoptosis under hypoxia and overcoming hypoxia-conferred drug resistance in colon, non-small cell lung carcinoma, and renal carcinoma cancer cell lines.[@b60-cmar-7-253]

LDHA catalyzes the final step in the glycolytic pathway, the conversion of pyruvate and reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide to lactate and oxidized nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, and has a critical role in tumor maintenance.[@b61-cmar-7-253] Knockdown of LDHA in tumor cells produced increased mitochondrial respiration, decreased cellular ability to proliferate, and reduced survival under hypoxic conditions in breast cancer cell lines and in an in vivo breast cancer model.[@b62-cmar-7-253] Inhibition of LDHA by small molecule FX11 reduces adenosine triphosphate (ATP) levels, induces oxidative stress and inhibits tumor progression in human lymphoma xenografts.[@b63-cmar-7-253] Importantly, combining FX11 with paclitaxel promotes tumor regression in paclitaxel-resistant triple negative breast cancer xenografts.[@b64-cmar-7-253] These results indicate that LDHA and lactate metabolism have an important role in resistance to paclitaxel. Since LDHA is a well-known HIF target, the combination of FX11 and paclitaxel may prove efficient against hypoxic tumors.

PDH is responsible for the conversion of pyruvate to acetyl-coenzyme A, which enters the tricarboxylic acid cycle to produce ATP. PDK phosphorylates PDH and inhibits its enzymatic activity. Hypoxia induces PDK expression in an HIF-1α-dependent manner, resulting in a switch from mitochondrial respiration to glycolysis.[@b18-cmar-7-253] Hypoxia-mediated PDK3 upregulation significantly inhibited cell apoptosis and increased resistance to cisplatin or paclitaxel in a cervical cancer cell line.[@b65-cmar-7-253] Knockdown of PDK3 inhibits hypoxia-induced glycolysis and increases the sensitivity of colon cancer cell lines to chemotherapeutic agents such as cisplatin, paclitaxel, or oxaliplatin.[@b66-cmar-7-253] Dichloroacetate, a potent PDK inhibitor, has shown effectiveness in a variety of preclinical models via induction of apoptosis.[@b67-cmar-7-253] Early stages of clinical trials demonstrated dichloroacetate safety in adults with recurrent malignant brain tumors (NCT00540176) and it is currently being studied in clinical trial for its efficacy against hypoxic head and neck tumors (NCT01386632).

The fatty acid biosynthesis pathway is important for the survival of hypoxic tumors. Fatty acid synthase (FAS), a key enzyme in lipid biogenesis, has been found to be upregulated in breast cancer cells under hypoxia.[@b68-cmar-7-253] Several FAS inhibitors have shown antitumor activity, including cerulenin, C75, orlistat, C93, and GSK837149A.[@b69-cmar-7-253] Lipid synthesis and lipid droplet accumulation is essential for cancer cell survival under hypoxic conditions.[@b70-cmar-7-253] Thus, targeting FAS may be a viable option for hypoxic tumor treatment although this has not been directly tested.[@b20-cmar-7-253]

PKM2 is the last rate-limiting enzyme in the glycolytic pathway. PKM2 is expressed predominantly in tumor cells and is important for cancer metabolism and tumor growth.[@b71-cmar-7-253] PKM2 is a direct HIF-1 target and hypoxic tumors show increased levels of PKM2.[@b72-cmar-7-253] Thus, the chemical inhibition of PKM2 could be used to sensitize hypoxic tumors to chemotherapy.

Drugs targeting HIF-1
---------------------

Since the discovery of HIF-1 as a major player in cellular responses to hypoxia, there have been multiple attempts to develop specific HIF-1 inhibitors.[@b73-cmar-7-253] Despite these efforts, a specific and selective inhibitor of HIF-1 has not yet been developed. Many agents have been shown to affect HIF-1 activity through different mechanisms and some compounds are currently in clinical trials. Chemical inhibitors of HIF-1α could be divided into two major groups: agents that modulate HIF-1α transcriptional activity and agents that modulate HIF-1α expression. HIF-1 requires the recruitment of a transcription co-activator p300 in order to initiate transcription of its target genes. A few agents currently approved by the US Food and Drug Administration have demonstrated disruption of the HIF-1/p300 interaction complex. Chetomin disrupts the structure of the CH1 domain of p300, which is required for its interaction with HIF-1α.[@b74-cmar-7-253] Chetomin exhibited in vivo antitumor activity in a preclinical model of prostate cancer.[@b74-cmar-7-253] Bortezomib, a proteasome inhibitor, has been shown to paradoxically increase the levels of HIF-1α protein by blocking its degradation while simultaneously blocking HIF-1α interaction with p300.[@b75-cmar-7-253] Bortezomib has been approved against hematological malignancies; at the same, it has failed in multiple clinical trials (NCT00512798, NCT00061932) against solid tumors as a single agent and in combination with different chemotherapeutic compounds. However, bortezomib's effect might be more pronounced under low oxygen concentration and the effect of bortezomib specifically on hypoxic non-small cell lung tumors is currently being studied in a clinical trial.[@b76-cmar-7-253] HIF-1 binding to hypoxia response elements is required for its transcriptional activity. Echinomycin, a cyclic peptide with antimicrobial properties, has been shown to bind to the core of the HIF-1 recognition sequence 5′-CGTG-3′ and inhibit HIF-1 transcriptional activity, promoting apoptosis in glioma and breast cancer cell lines.[@b77-cmar-7-253] However, despite its efficacy in vivo and in vitro, echinomycin failed clinical trials due to severe side effects.[@b78-cmar-7-253]

Another group of agents that target the phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)/protein kinase B (Akt)/mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling pathway demonstrated effects on HIF-1 expression. The PI3K/Akt/mTOR signaling pathway is known to upregulate HIF-1 levels primarily by increasing the rate of HIF-1α protein translation.[@b79-cmar-7-253] Thus, many cancer cells can stabilize HIF-1α under normal oxygen tension and require HIF-1 for oncogenesis.[@b80-cmar-7-253] Therapeutic inhibition of PI3K by the dual PI3K/mTOR inhibitor BEZ235 decreases HIF-1α protein synthesis in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma and glioblastoma cell lines.[@b81-cmar-7-253] EZN-2968, an oligonucleotide, specifically binds to HIF-1 mRNA and promotes its degradation in vitro and in vivo.[@b82-cmar-7-253] EZN-2968 has been shown to decrease HIF-1 levels in both animal models and patients with refractory advanced solid tumors including breast and colon carcinomas.[@b83-cmar-7-253] Inhibition of type I topoisomerase activity by topotecan was also shown to downregulate HIF-1 expression in glioma cells in vitro and in vivo.[@b84-cmar-7-253] More importantly, topotecan blocked HIF-1 synthesis in patients with advanced solid tumors of different origin.[@b85-cmar-7-253] Currently, topotecan chemotherapy is used in the clinic for treatment of small cell lung cancer and ovarian cancer. An inhibitor of tubulin polymerization, 2-methoxyestradiol (2ME2), reduces HIF-1α translation and its nuclear translocation.[@b86-cmar-7-253] It is a well-tolerated compound and has been shown to be efficient in a Phase II clinical trial as a single agent for platinum-resistant epithelial ovarian cancer.[@b87-cmar-7-253] The compound is currently being tested in clinical trials in patients with multiple myeloma, breast, prostate and ovarian cancer (NCT00028821).

A few agents have been show to affect HIF-1 protein stability and degradation. The molecular chaperone Hsp90 is required for HIF-1 protein stability.[@b88-cmar-7-253] Geldanamycin is a small molecular Hsp90 ATP binding site inhibitor that promotes the ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation of HIF-1α in a VHL-independent manner in renal cell carcinoma and prostate cancer cell lines.[@b89-cmar-7-253] An analog of geldanamycin, 17-AAG, has been shown to be efficient in Phase II clinical trials in combination with sorafenib, a Raf-kinase inhibitor, against VHL mutant renal tumors (NCT00088374),[@b90-cmar-7-253] and in combination with trastuzumab, an anti-ERBB2 antibody, against metastatic ERBB2-positive breast cancers (NCT00773344).[@b91-cmar-7-253] Multiple Phase I studies are currently testing the efficiency of 17-AAG in combination with other chemotherapeutic agents in solid cancers of different origin (NCT00121264).

Developing drugs activated by hypoxia
-------------------------------------

Hypoxia-activated prodrugs are chemotherapeutic agents that undergo activation under reductive metabolism by cellular oxidoreductases. This process is usually inhibited by molecular oxygen, making these drugs specific for hypoxic tumors. Five classes of bioreductive agents have been described: nitro(hetero)cyclic compounds, aromatic N-oxides, aliphatic N-oxides, quinones, and metal complexes.[@b92-cmar-7-253] Several hypoxia-activated prodrugs are at various stages of clinical trial.

The N-oxide tirapazamine (TPZ) is the most studied hypoxia-activated prodrug. TPZ toxicity is 300-fold higher under hypoxic conditions than under normoxia in vitro. Preclinical in vivo studies, in which TPZ was combined with radiotherapy or cisplatin, showed great promise.[@b93-cmar-7-253] However, poor tissue penetration and toxicity unrelated to its activation by hypoxia has limited the usage of TPZ in clinic.[@b94-cmar-7-253] PR-104 and TH-302 (evofosfamide) are nitroaromatic compounds that exhibit cytotoxicity only under hypoxic conditions.[@b95-cmar-7-253],[@b96-cmar-7-253] Both drugs promote apoptosis through DNA interstrand cross-links.[@b97-cmar-7-253] PR-104 has shown efficacy in Phase II clinical trials against non-small cell lung carcinoma and is currently moving to Phase III (NCT00544674). AQ4N (banoxantrone), an aliphatic N-oxide, is metabolized under low oxygen concentration into to a high-affinity DNA intercalator that inhibited topoisomerase II activity in vitro and in a bladder cell carcinoma xenograft model.[@b98-cmar-7-253] AQ4N is currently undergoing tests in clinical trials for glioma treatment (NCT00394628). Another bioreductive prodrug, E09 (apaziquone), belonging to the quinine family, has shown effectiveness in a variety of cancers, including breast, bladder, and head and neck cancers.[@b99-cmar-7-253] EO9 administration to patients with low-grade non-muscle invasive bladder tumors resulted in a statistically significant difference in the rate of tumor recurrence in a Phase III clinical trial (NCT01469221). These results are especially encouraging since no drugs have been approved in the USA for more than 20 years for low-grade non-muscle invasive bladder cancers.

Targeting pathways activated by hypoxia
---------------------------------------

Receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) signaling plays an important role in tumorigenesis.[@b100-cmar-7-253] Activation of RTKs induces downstream signaling that is beneficial for tumor progression and often associated with anticancer therapy resistance.[@b101-cmar-7-253] The expression of multiple RTKs and their ligands is increased under hypoxic conditions.[@b102-cmar-7-253] Moreover, many of these signaling pathways can increase HIF-1 and HIF-2 expression and stabilization, establishing a positive feedback loop and enhancing the protective effect of hypoxia.[@b103-cmar-7-253] Thus, targeting these pathways is a potent way to abrogate hypoxia-mediated resistance.

c-MET kinase is an oncogenic RTK that plays an important role in the regulation of embryogenesis by promoting invasion and survival.[@b104-cmar-7-253] Interestingly, *c-MET* is upregulated in many cancers.[@b105-cmar-7-253] Elevated expression of c-MET results in increased motility, invasion, and survival.[@b106-cmar-7-253] Moreover, its expression is elevated under hypoxic conditions both in vitro and in vivo.[@b107-cmar-7-253] A selective small molecule MET inhibitor, PHA665752, demonstrated radiosensitization in gastric cancer cells.[@b108-cmar-7-253] In addition, this compound was able to abrogate hypoxia-induced invasiveness in non-small cell lung cancer cell lines.[@b109-cmar-7-253]

Another member of the MET kinase family, AXL kinase, was reported to participate in hypoxia-mediated resistance in prostate cancer.[@b110-cmar-7-253] AXL expression and activation by its ligand, growth arrest-specific 6 (GAS6), is increased under hypoxic conditions in renal cell cancer cell lines.[@b111-cmar-7-253] Moreover, overexpression of AXL kinase interacts with and activate c-SRC and MET kinases, resulting in increased invasion in renal cancer cell xenografts.[@b111-cmar-7-253] Additionally, AXL inhibition decreased tumorigenesis in breast cancer cells in vitro and in vivo.[@b112-cmar-7-253] BGB324, an AXL inhibitor, has shown low toxicity in Phase I clinical trials and is being currently studied in Phase II clinical trials against non-small cell lung carcinoma (NCT02424617).

Macrophage-stimulating protein receptor, known as RON kinase, can dimerize with MET kinases, and several human tumor tissues show increased RON expression.[@b113-cmar-7-253] Interestingly, in a panel of human breast cancer cell lines, RON was reported to be transcriptionally activated through HIF-1.[@b114-cmar-7-253] RON kinase was also shown to activate c-JUN signaling, resulting in cell proliferation, survival, and invasion both in vitro and in vivo.[@b115-cmar-7-253] These results suggest that targeting RON may provide a potential therapeutic strategy to block tumorigenesis under hypoxic conditions.

ERBB is another family of RTKs that important for tumorigenesis and chemoresistance. The ERBB family consists of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), ERBB2, ERBB3, and ERBB4.[@b116-cmar-7-253] Increased activation of ERBB receptors, due to gene amplification, overexpression, or mutations, is tightly associated with poor prognosis and resistance in many types of cancer.[@b117-cmar-7-253] Both HIF-1 and HIF-2 have been shown to increase EGFR expression in renal cell carcinoma and breast cancers.[@b118-cmar-7-253] Thus, targeting EGFR in combination with anticancer agents targeting hypoxia may be beneficial to abrogate drug resistance in hypoxic tumors.

ERBB2 is another member of the ERBB family often overexpressed in breast cancers.[@b119-cmar-7-253] Breast cancer patients with ERBB2 amplifications are currently treated with ERBB2 and EGFR inhibitors; however in many cases patients develop resistance.[@b120-cmar-7-253] Hypoxia can maintain activation of signaling pathways downstream from ERBB2, including extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK), in the presence of lapatinib, a dual ERBB2--EGFR inhibitor. Hypoxia and HIF-1α were shown to circumvent RTK inhibition by inhibiting expression of the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase phosphatase DUSP2 and maintaining ERK activation in ERBB2-positive breast cancers. Activation of ERK signaling is required for lapatinib resistance, as treatment with the MAPK/ERK kinase (MEK) inhibitor trametinib reverses hypoxia-mediated lapatinib resistance.[@b121-cmar-7-253] Therefore, treatment of hypoxic ERBB2-expressing breast tumors with a combination of lapatinib and MEK inhibitors may serve as a viable therapeutic strategy.

The PI3K/Akt pathway is activated in multiple cancers of different origin.[@b122-cmar-7-253] This pathway regulates multiple mechanisms of survival under hypoxic conditions including metabolism, proliferation, and inhibition of apoptosis.[@b122-cmar-7-253] As mentioned previously, PI3K/Akt has been implicated in the regulation of HIF-1α expression. Regulation is not unidirectional, as hypoxia/HIF-1 induces PI3K/Akt activation through upregulation of RTKs in many different cancers.[@b123-cmar-7-253] While BEZ235, a mTOR/PI3K inhibitor, is cytotoxic against normoxic cells, it has a greater effect against hypoxic head and neck squamous carcinoma cells.[@b81-cmar-7-253] Whether the effect of BEZ235 in decreasing survival under hypoxia is actually due to HIF-1α inhibition is not clear. An alternate possibility is that the effect of BEZ235 on survival under hypoxia is due to its ability to inhibit Akt-mediated anti-apoptotic effects. Thus, targeting PI3K/Akt may be very promising since it inhibits multiple aspects of hypoxia-mediated resistance including metabolism, HIF-1 expression, metabolism and survival.

Hypoxia is also associated with the elevated expression of several RTK ligands. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-A is upregulated by hypoxia in many cancer cells, both in vitro and in vivo.[@b124-cmar-7-253] Under low oxygen concentration, tumor cells secrete enhanced levels of VEGF family members to stimulate proliferation and migration of endothelial cells, thereby promoting tumor-associated angiogenesis. Discovery of VEGF-A as the primary tumor angiogenesis factor prompted the development of a number of drugs that target VEGF or its receptor. Bevacizumab and ranibizumab are two antibodies, targeting VEGF-A, used in antiangiogenic therapy.[@b125-cmar-7-253] These drugs were successful in inhibiting tumor angiogenesis and decreasing tumor progression in animal models. Unfortunately, results in clinic were less impressive. Although some of the patients initially responded well and had regression of primary tumors, over time tumors became resistant and in many cases the tumors become more aggressive and contain increased metastasis.[@b126-cmar-7-253] One possibility is that antiangiogenic therapy promotes hypoxia that activates survival, invasion and proliferation by the mechanisms described above. New strategies may be needed to combine anti-VEGF therapy with anti-HIF-1 or anti-hypoxic therapies. A summary of drugs targeting multiple aspects of hypoxia and HIF-1 pathways is presented in [Table 1](#t1-cmar-7-253){ref-type="table"}.

Future directions and conclusion
================================

Immunotherapy is one of the most promising anticancer treatments. Very recent studies have demonstrated the importance of hypoxia and HIF-1 in antitumor immune response regulation.[@b127-cmar-7-253] Hypoxia has been shown to promote the accumulation of immunosuppressive cells that inhibit T-cell activation and T-cell cytotoxicity.[@b128-cmar-7-253] HIF-1 stabilization in T-cells under hypoxia has been also shown to inhibit T-cell function and HIF-1 depletion significantly improves the anticancer immune response.[@b129-cmar-7-253] Hypoxic tumors can be also targeted by engineered T-cells recognizing hypoxia-associated proteins such as carbonic anhydrase 9.[@b130-cmar-7-253] This approach has been shown to be effective in VHL-mutated renal carcinoma in vitro and in vivo and can also be used against solid hypoxic malignancies. Thus targeting hypoxia/HIF-1 in immune cells or targeting T-cells against hypoxic cancer cells may provide novel ways to treat therapy-resistant hypoxic tumors.

Cancer is the leading cause of death worldwide, especially in developed countries. Despite recent advances in anticancer radio-, chemo-, and targeted therapy, the mortality rate remains very high. Unfortunately, in many cases, patients develop resistance to therapy. Although the mechanisms of resistance to anticancer therapy vary from cancer to cancer, some are common among different types of solid tumors. Hypoxia and stabilization of HIF-1 have been shown to promote resistance in different types of cancer and are associated with poor prognosis. However, a better understanding of mechanisms of resistance by hypoxia/HIF-1 is needed to develop more specific therapies to treat hypoxia-mediated drug resistance. Nevertheless, blocking any step of the HIF-1 pathway remains an important therapeutic area for targeting solid cancers ([Figure 2](#f2-cmar-7-253){ref-type="fig"}).

As we move into the era of personalized medicine, each tumor will have to be monitored for markers of hypoxia and HIF-1. Patients that have tumors with hypoxic markers will be treated with a combination of targeted therapy but also with hypoxia-specific therapy. Clinically, some HIF-1-targeting agents, in combination with radio-, chemo-, and targeted therapy, have the potential to reduce tumorigenesis and in some cases extend patient survival. However, the efficiency of hypoxia/HIF-1 targeting therapy remains low. Continued research focusing of understanding how hypoxia/HIF pathways regulate oncogenesis and identifying more agents that target molecules in the HIF pathway will be of the utmost priority in the future.
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![Hypoxia/Hypoxia inducible factor 1 (HIF-1)-mediated mechanisms leading to anticancer therapy resistance.\
**Notes:** Under hypoxic conditions HIF-1 is stabilized, translocates to the nucleus, and activates expression of its target genes. Activity of many of these genes promotes resistance to anticancer therapy through regulation of metabolism, survival, drug efflux, signaling, and DNA repair.](cmar-7-253Fig1){#f1-cmar-7-253}

![Potential strategies to target hypoxic cancer cells in solid tumors.\
**Notes:** Multiple pathways may be targeted to reverse hypoxia-mediated anticancer therapy resistance. (1) Hypoxia inducible factor 1 (HIF-1) plays a critical role in cellular adaptation to hypoxic environment. Several agents can impair HIF-1 function by inhibiting its expression, translation, or transcriptional activity, or by promoting HIF-1 degradation. (2) Hypoxia-mediated angiogenesis plays an important role in tumorigenesis and could be targeted by anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) therapy. (3) Multiple metabolic pathways are activated under hypoxia and the inhibition of these pathways targets hypoxic cells. (4) Activation of cancer signaling under hypoxia promotes proliferation, survival, and invasion. Targeting hypoxia/HIF-1-mediated signaling pathways has been shown to be efficient at decreasing tumorigenesis in vitro and in vivo. (5) Hypoxia and HIF-1 can remodel the extracellular matrix (ECM) in cancer cells that can also contribute to altered signaling by adhesion receptors such as integrins. The targeting ECM-regulating enzymes in hypoxic tumors may be used to reverse hypoxia-mediated resistance to cancer therapy.\
**Abbreviations:** Akt, protein kinase B; DCA, dichloroacetate; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; FAS, fatty acid synthase; HIF-1α/β, hypoxia inducible factor 1 alpha/beta; HRE, hypoxia response element; LDHA, lactate dehydrogenase A; LOXL2, lysyl oxidase-like protein 2; PDK3, pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 3; PI3K, phosphoinositide 3-kinase; RTK, receptor tyrosine kinase; VEGF-A, vascular endothelial growth factor-A.](cmar-7-253Fig2){#f2-cmar-7-253}

###### 

Examples of drugs targeting multiple pathways associated with hypoxia and hypoxia inducible factor 1 (HIF-1)

  Targeted mechanism        Target                    Agent                                                                                                                            Study/studies
  ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------
  Metabolism                Glut1                     WZB117                                                                                                                           Liu et al[@b59-cmar-7-253]
  Glut1                     Phloretin                 Cao et al[@b60-cmar-7-253]                                                                                                       
  LDH1                      FX11                      Le et al,[@b63-cmar-7-253] Zhou et al[@b64-cmar-7-253]                                                                           
  PDK3                      Dichloroacetate           Michelakis et al[@b67-cmar-7-253]                                                                                                
  FASN                      GSK837149A                Flavin et al,[@b69-cmar-7-253] Baenke et al[@b70-cmar-7-253]                                                                     
  Signaling                 MET kinase                PHA665752                                                                                                                        Funakoshi et al,[@b108-cmar-7-253] Puri et al[@b109-cmar-7-253]
  AXL kinase                BGB324                    Holland et al[@b112-cmar-7-253]                                                                                                  
  MEK                       Trametinib                Karakashev et al[@b121-cmar-7-253]                                                                                               
  PI3K/mTOR                 BEZ235                    Karar et al[@b81-cmar-7-253]                                                                                                     
  HIF-1 activity            DNA binding               Echinomycin                                                                                                                      Kong et al[@b77-cmar-7-253]
  Stability                 17-AAG, geldanamycin      Mabjeesh et al,[@b89-cmar-7-253] Vaishampayan et al,[@b90-cmar-7-253] Mode et al[@b91-cmar-7-253]                                
  Synthesis                 BEZ235, 2ME2, topotecan   Karar et al,[@b81-cmar-7-253] Rapisarda et al,[@b84-cmar-7-253] Kummar et al,[@b85-cmar-7-253] Mabjeesh et al[@b86-cmar-7-253]   
  mRNA                      EZN-2968                  Greenberger et al,[@b82-cmar-7-253] Jeong et al[@b83-cmar-7-253]                                                                 
  p300 interaction          Chetomin, bortezomib      Kung et al,[@b74-cmar-7-253] Shin et al,[@b75-cmar-7-253] Falchook et al[@b76-cmar-7-253]                                        
  Hypoxia-activated drugs   DNA                       Tirapazamine                                                                                                                     Marcu and Olver,[@b93-cmar-7-253] Rischin et al[@b94-cmar-7-253]
  DNA                       TH-302                    Guise et al[@b95-cmar-7-253]                                                                                                     
  DNA                       PR-104                    Sun et al,[@b96-cmar-7-253] McKeage et al[@b97-cmar-7-253]                                                                       
  DNA                       AQ4NE09                   Williams et al[@b98-cmar-7-253]                                                                                                  
  Angiogenesis              VEGF-A                    Bevacizumab, ranibizumab                                                                                                         Ellis and Hicklin[@b125-cmar-7-253]

**Abbreviations:** 2ME2, 2-methoxyestradiol; mTOR, mammalian target of rapamycin; PI3K, phosphoinositide 3-kinase; VEGF-A, vascular endothelial growth factor-A.
